THE TEXTILE ASSOCIATION (INDIA)  
GMTAEXAMINATION – 2019  
SECTION – EPAPER – EOD.3  
ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Date: 28.12.2019  
MARKS: 100  
Time: 10.00 am to 1,00pm

Instructions:
1. Attempt any Six questions out of which Q.1 is Compulsory  
2. Answer each next question on new page  
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks  
4. Illustrate your answers with neat sketches & flow charts wherever necessary  
5. Use of non-programmable electronic pocket calculator is permissible  
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in the Examination hall.  
7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary

Q.1a Give an account of the classification of different enterprises.  
   b Discuss various steps involved in the setting up of a power loom unit.  
Q.2a Describe the business plan in relation to critical elements for its effectiveness.  
   b Discuss term loan in setting up of a SSI.  
Q.3 a Write a note on ‘sickness in textiles unit’.  
   b Discuss the importance of MSMEs in the development of textile trade and industry
Q.4a Discuss identification of business identification in ageographical cluster.  
   b Write a note on ‘Organizational structure in public sector enterprise’.  
Q.5a Describe Venture Capital in enterprise development.  
   b Discuss production management in a medium scale processing unit.  
Q.6a Describe a startup small scale garment unit.  
   b Discuss different methods of capital generation in an enterprise.  
Q.7a Write a note on ‘Project finance with reference to working capital’.  
   b Discuss various elements in the preparation of a project report for setting up of a small scale Cotton Textile printing unit  
Q.8a Write a note on ‘Technology Upgradation Fund’ (TUFs)  
   b Discuss the importance of Business Planning.
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